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EDITORIAL

It is not a secret that some processes must be changed within the club. Most active members meet together in
Dortmund or in Göppingen. So we discussed how to improve our services and solve actual problems.

Z-Info
Of course, we will still present you the new items on the Z market. But
we want to slightly change our focus. Today, it is well known that every
Märklin loco has a five pole motor. So it is not necessary to repeat it
every time. The same is true about fine the detailing of models from big
manufacturers as well as small series producers. Even the usual tech-
niques (etching, injection molding and so on) are of little interest in
these stages. If you are interested in such terms, you could ask the dis-
tributor. Instead of such catalogue-information, we want to provide you
with more information about the prototype, so that you are able to de-
termine as to whether or not a new item fits into your model-railroad

project. If we will receive the respective articles from you, or if we will find the time to do it ourselves, we want
to present more articles about tips and tricks, how to do it manuals, and the technical basics of model-railroad-
ing. But we do not want to neglect reports abaout layouts and exhibitions. 
Speaking more generally we want to make a magazine which entertains you and gives information to you inde-
pendent of the calendar.In contrast to the newspaper of yesterday, you should benefit from reading the maga-
zine even some weeks or months later.

Exhibitions
The new structure of our exhibition team seems to be proven itself
positively. So actually changes are not necessary. But we have to pay
attention in the future and how the results look, mainly caused by the
growing restraints of exhibition-organizations. For example, we actual-
ly received a cancelation from the Messe Leipzig.

Internet
Even if our magazine comes on time in every case, it would be impos-
sible to beat with this print-media the speed of the internet in informa-
tion transfer. In a medium time-range, after solving the other challan-
ges, we want to modify our web-site so that it will become a valuable
source for all Z news. NM, AvH
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Insider Modell 2003
At first sight some thought it is
another exotic model in an ugly
colour. But research of the pro-
totype shows that it represents
a very interesting chapter of
DB-history.  AvH
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54TH TOY FAIR IN NUREMBERG

Traditionally the model railoading year starts with
the Toy Fair in February.The very active hobbyist
does his research about the new items on the inter-
net and at the local dealers. The professional buyers
and distibuters travel to Nürnberg.
This year's was the 54th annual exhibition. In times
in which the economical trend is very difficult to fo-
recast, the main question was how it will effect the
toy market. To the relief of organizers and exhibi-
tors, the approaching thunderstorm passes and at
some places the sun shined through the clouds. All
spoke about suprisingly good spirits which were ra-
ted as a good sign for further developments during
this year. The number of visitors was around
74,000, about the same level as last year. Si-
milarly, were the number of exhibitors
(2,716), also about the same level as
last year. A small decrease was
compensated by an increased
number of countries of origin.
60 per cent of the exhibi-
tiors comes from outside
Germany. Even the per-
centage of foreign visi-
tors increased from
45 to 48.
This shows a growing inte-
rest in the fair from abroad,
and a special German pheno-
mena--2,500 visitors less from
Germany demonstrating an in-
creased concentrating/merging of the
German toy-market. 

It seems the that dealers have moved from local
shops to the internet and mail-order dealers. My
own observations support this. If you drive through
the Swabian country-side, you will find in nearly
every village a local Märklin-dealer. If you cross the
“Weißwurstäquator” (a virtually line which divides
Germany in North and South nearly the river Main),
you can not be sure if you will even find a distribu-
tor for our hobby in small towns. In this statement
the special situation in the former GDR is not consi-
dered.
With these observations the behavior by Märklin to
particularly support local dealers makes sense for
the uninvolved hobbyist. Many of us became infec-

ted with the virus because they saw model trains
at the local shop. Where should our young

friends get the best illness of all, if their
need of mobility is satisfied by “Taxi

Mama”?
Of course, some special models
were presented at the 54th Toy
Fair. You will find these on pa-
ges 9-10. NM
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MÄRKLIN: EPOCHE II

This year's news from Märklin seems like Christmas
and a birthday together for the era 2 Z-model rail-
roader. Nearly all of the articles, that modellers need,
are included in the three new diecasts for era 2 of the
total of six in the complete new items program.

Berlin Anhalter Bahnhof
The “Anhalter Bahnhof” (89200) is probably going to
be the central drop-in centerpiece of the German era
II Z-fans. With the dimensions of 87 x 46 cm,
Maerklin unofficially gives up the exclusive adjustment
of miniclub as a “toytrain in a frying pan”. For the fre-

quently displayed layouts, this station with a length of
one meter, will really be inappropriate. As it is a ter-
minus station, the Z-gauge gets another simultaneous
kick to be a real model railway. Realistic traffic from A
to B can occur,without the “carroussel-feeling” of
mini-layouts. If the firm which created Z-scale contin-
ues such attempts, conceptual and actual changes in
its marketing, then Z scale has a chance of dispropor-
tionate growth in the future, because here has Z un-
paralleled advantages over other model scales.
For the “Berliners”, the station opened in 1880 was
the point of departure for travelling to France, Italy
and southern Germany. That's how the Anhalter be-
came very popular during its time. If you really know
the nearly continental climate of the Mark Brandeburg
(Berlin region), with cold sibirian winters and hot, dry
summers (if neither occurs, the it is a dismal grey),
you would understand the yearning for the south. In
the 19th and in the beginning of the 20th century rich
families built their villas in the toscanic style, with
many impressing examples still to be found even now
around Berlin.
The station, was damaged during the World War II,
and was completely demolished in the automobile
boom of the fifties. The partitioning of the city also
helped. The GDR diverted the long-distance traffic
through the meanwhile extended Berliner Ring to the

89020 Vehicle and Accessory Set
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east station. The government of West-Berlin then
blasted away the station to create access for an auto-
mobile-friendly city. Only a piece of the front of the
Anhalter Bahnhof defied the demolition squad of the
“free world” (how free is a world, where you have to
submit yourself to reliances and constrains of road
traffic - financial and physically- for gaining the neces-
sary means?), and was bashfully in a memorial
against war and partition. 
To create the city life on the station square nearly the
government area there is a set (89020) with typical

vehicles and the for Berlin unavoidable advertising
columns. Too many luxury cars are included, as same
as in the Z-traffic of all times.

The prussian class P10
Our picture of the original doesn't shows a special
moment, it shows an all day situation in the era of
the Weimarer Republic. Over 10 percent of all the
national railway class 39 came from the depot Berlin
Anhalter Bahnhof (Ahb).
And what's the case with the prussian P10, which

89200 Anhalter Station in Berlin
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88090 BR 39 prussian P10

never ran for the KPEV? In 1919 at the Prussian-
Hessian State Railroad started preparations to de-
velop an efficient passenger train locomotive. The
P8 proved itself at that time, but the increasing
train-weights caused some problems, especially in
the Northhessian and Thuringian hillcountry. Under
direction of Borsig a four-coupled locomotive for a
Vmax of 120 km/h was been created. The first ten
lokomotives were delivered with prussian numbers.
Among them the 11000th Borsig-made machine
with the declaration “2811 Elberfeld” (Maerklin
88091). In march 1923, after the pre-produktion lo-
comotives, the serial production started. Till sep-
tember 1927 250 machines were produced
(Maerklin 88090), which had technical differences in
some points. The first twenty of them had prussian
numbers, too. The German National Railway was
founded backdated ton April 1st, 1920. This change
of the past had chaotic effects on the numbering of
the locomotives. First there were plans to rename
them to the class 17, which is why the 39 031 - 041
initially named as 17 031 - 041, but some probably
only on the paper. If there is no photographical
proof, today are definitive statements available for
the time after 1925/26. At that time the running
files were started, the Prussian files were mostly de-
stroyed. Manufacturers were: Borsig (93 ones),
Henschel (78), Krupp (29), Maschinenfabrik Karl-
sruhe (24), Hanomag (19) and Linke-Hofmann (17).
The locomotives had more weight, than originally in-
tended in the plans, unfortunately so much, that
their use on several lines was not possible at first.
So it happened, that new machines were parked
with cold boilers for several years. For example the

39 209 was parked from August 10, 1924 - January
30, 1928. As a result of these delays, such ma-
chines, without any kilometres, were serviced and
repaired before starting, because parked vehicles
get rusty...
Altough the “Queen of the Highlands” met the ex-
pectations and had with 1620 HP a power, which
was not reached by a V200 in some special services
many years later, the series had economic problems
for all its life. The consumption of coal was exces-
sively high, and the useful steam temperature was
often not reached. Only attempts by the German
Federal Railway brought reason. The vents for com-
bustion air to the grate were under sized, which
caused incomplete combustion. Because of the
forthcoming changes of driving systems, the DB did
not rebuild any of these machines. The East German
railway rebuilt 85 machines to class 22 locomotives
within the scope of its reconstruction program. With
the reconstruction the economic drawbacks won. An
interesting note: the reconstructed combustion air
vents are nearly like he original construction, which
was changed as far as the combustion becomes unin-
tended worse. If in the twenties even had been a
measurement of emissions, then the mistake would
have been discovered much earlier.
World War 2 further reduced the number of such loco-
motives. The inventory at December 31, 1946 includ-
ed 154 machines in the Western alliance area and 84
in the Soviet zone. Two machines located in France
were even included in these numbers.
The 39 133 remained in Belgium and ran there for a
time after the war. In 1950 the machine came to the
DB. In Poland there were 11 class 39 machines cap-

88091 Royal Prussian Railroad Administration (KPEV) class P10
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tured at the front and then operated as class Pt1 of
the PKP. Two heavily damaged ones were scraped in
1947, and the rest came back to the DR in 1955 and
56. Some of them were rebuildt into the class 22. The
2 Locomotives, which were in Austria, were mainly
used on the west line (Linz - Vienna West) and were
returned to the DB in 1952. In Germany they were no
longer used, and were retired half a year later.
At the DR the end of the P10 did not mean the end of
the class 39, because of the rebuilding into class 22.
The rebuilding program occurred during the years
1958 - 1962. After July 1, 1970, a new plan of num-
bers of the groups beginning with the digit 2 are used
only for electric locomotives. That is why the class 22
then received the traditional number 3910. Today,
there are still about 6 machines.
At the DB 6 machines were designated for renumber-
ing into computer numbers, but they were retired be-
fore conversion. The last trips were from the depots
Jünkerath and Stuttgart. After the retirement of the
039 196-1 on September 5, 1967, the period of the
Prussian machine in western Germany ended. Applica-
tions as heating locomotives occurred in to the seven-
ties.
The 39 184, which was preserved, has meanwhile
found its way back to the successor company to its
original manufactorer and is at Alsthom/Salzgitter.
More as looks would have it, the only P10 with hang
iron steering still exists, the 39 230. After a long hi-
bernation, it was found and restored for the DB-an-
niversary in 1985. Today, it is on loan from the traffic
museum Nuremberg and stands into the German
steam locomotive museum in Neuenmarkt-Wirsberg.

Anything else?
The colorfull era II bunch, which Maerklin presents
this year, is well rounded through some variations of
well known models. Only the destination tablet of
the class 74 and the brakeman's cabs of the logging
cars should be noted here. AvH

82570 Flat Car Set
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MÄRKLIN - SONDERMODELLE

At the Toy Fair in Nürnberg each year Märklin pre-
sents special models to dealers. The "Nürnberg-
loco" 2003 commemorates to the tenth anniversary
of the Insider Club. Every dealer who ordered a giv-
en amount of products received one such loco. A
special car commemorated same event. Every deal-
er received one. Every visitor got a button and a
pencil like as shown on the right

Museums car 2003
Märklin worked together with the company Carl
Stahl for this car. It is loaded with a cylinder which
carries 42 centimeter (around 16.5 inches) of real
steel-cable. The tow truck by Büssing is a new item.
The crane itsself can be moved

Easter package 2003
For the third year in a row Märklin is of-
fering an Easter package for promotional
purposes. It contains a presentation
diplay in the mini-club Center design
with Easter decoration. Some Easter
eggs of clear plastic contain the Easter
car 2003. One is slighly larger and con-
tains a Fun Start Set.

Special models in the fourth quarter
2002
Some of the models presented in last
years fourth quarter have something of
a tradition (employees car, IMA car and
so on). If we show it "officially" in our
catalogue in the second half of this year,

Märklin Museum 2003
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it could be to late for some collectors to purchase
one. So we give here some hints and wish you good
luck in hunting. NM
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Christmass gift for Märklin workers 2002

Märklin Dealer gift 2002/2003

Thüringen day: “Sonneberg spielt auf!” 2002

20th International Model Railroad Fair in Cologne

Specialized Märklin Dealer Meeting 2002

30 Years Mini-Club (2002 Märklin USA Event Car 2158E) 82355 Märklin Club USA 2001 (2169A)
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MÄRKLIN INSIDER: BR 4290

We already told you about the presentation of that
model in the last issue. But this loco is standing for
such an interesting period of the German Federal
Railways that we want to tell you more about that. 

An Italian development
There were investigations in the better energy effi-
ciency for steam locos in the first half of the 20th
century. The warm up of the water in a kind of pre-
heaters was one of the solutions. The pre-heaters
used the temperature of the used steam but this
had some disadvantages. To prevent it the Italian
engineer Attilo Franco began in the twenties with
the development of a pre-heater which uses the
temperature of the smoke gas to warm up the wa-
ter. The smoke gas goes through one or two parallel
pre-boilers to warm up the water after it has left the
main-boiler and than it leaves the loco through the
funnel. The pre-boilers are under the same pressure
as the main-boiler so the water can be warmed up
to more than 100°C without the water getting
steam. Below you can see the two warm up boilers

of the 4290. The warm up boilers are below the main
boiler when they are build in as you can see on the
loco-picture. As you can see in the loco-picture the
warm up boilers are below the main boiler in front of
the funnel. An employee of Franco, Dr.-Ing Piero
Crosti, overtook the company and worked for the
developement after the dead of Franco. Locos from
England, Belgium and Italia got the system. The
Italian locos worked up to the eighties. After the war
Crosti got the company Henschel to work for further
developement of the system. The connections to the
young German Federal Railways were more dificult.
But in the end Crosti made it to convince some re-
sponsible person. So they made some tests and af-
ter that to the class 5040. But that had the same
problems than the class 4290. Great plans for other
classes were canceled caused by the traction-power
change.

The experimental locomotives
The contract for the last both locos class 52 were
changed so that they got a Franco-Crosti pre heater.

88040 BR 4290 Franco Crosti
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They were delivered between 1950/51. The locos
were nearly class 52 only the changes for the pre
heater were different. The main boiler had to put a
little up to save space for the pre heaters. The door
for the smoke chamber has a unusual form because
of the smoke gas pipes, as you can see on the pic-
ture on the upper right. The smoke leaves the pre
heaters in the middle of the loco, so the chimneys
were in there. The chimney were flat so that the en-
gine driver has a better view. The thicker at the
lower end of the chimneys are the second smoke
chamber which could be opend from outside to re-
move the cinders from that smoke chamber. The
chimney the common place above the first smoke
chamber was there only for starting the fire in the
engine. After that the chimney was closed with a
shutter to ensure that the smoke goes through the
pre heaters. The locos got numbers 42 9000 and
42 9001 because of the much heigher weight. The
locos showed their better efficiency in extensive
test. This machines have been the best steam gen-
erating engines the German Federal Railways ever
had. The locos were very popular for the personell
because the work was easier with this machines.
The other side were the smoke gases which came
into the driver's cab. Also spoilers in different con-
structions could not change that problem finally. The
gray color was change to the normal black-red DB-
color-scheme at the time of the first main examina-
tion. At all there was no economical win. The pre
heaters took energy off the smoke gases that much
that the temperature of the gas fell below the dew
temperature. With that los temperature the steam
got back to water and that was sulphuric water /

sulphuric acid. So the machines needed more often
new boiler-pipes. The boiler pipes were changed six
times on both machines, each with around 500 000
km on the rails. At 23rd of June 1959 the 42 9000
and on September 30th 1960 42 9001 were taken
out of service. AvH

translation by JM
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Märklin presented the model of “BR 1016” to the Z
Scalers, another example of the big “EuroSprinter”
family. And suitable to that locomotive a set of fast
train cars (87342), based on the form from 8758 and
8759. The success of this locomotive is the reason for
us to go a little bit more into detail for that universal lo-
comotive. Today, it has nearly the same role than the
P8 has had nearly 100 years ago.

Family circle
The manufacturer Siemens got the production for these
locomotives when they bought Kraus Maffei. The mar-
keting from Siemens differs now three generations
from this EuroSprinter. The “BR S 252” from RENFE is
seen as the father of that family. The S 252 was build
like the German “BR 120.1” and was build for the new
route Madrid - Seville with two power systems. One

has the power system AC 25kV/50Hz, and the other DC
3kV. 15 locos which had 5.6MW power were built in

MÄRKLIN NEW ITEMS: "TAURI" FROM AUSTRIA (ÖBB) AND HUPAC

88580 Electric locomotive class 1016 of the Austrian Federal Railway (ÖBB)

87342 Express Train Passenger Car Set
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München. 60 were built in Spain by MEINFESA and CAF
with one power system DC 3kV. The 16th loco built in
München got more power 6.4MW and was the Eu-
roSprinter 127 001 (Z-model Mä8837). The owner of

that loco (now ES 64 P-001) is Siemens, and it is a
rentable loco http://www.dispolok.com. Thirty LE
5600 from CP and six H560 from OSE belong also to
that first EuroSprinter generation. Because of the finan-
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cial disaster of the Greek railroad, their locos remained
unused. And some of them are no longer usable be-
cause they were cannibalized for spare parts. The “BR
152 DBAG” (Mä88520 and some variations, this year
new the Mä88524 with a Siemens advertising) is the
second generation for Siemens, also the “Tauri ÖBB
BR1016 and BR1116”. Thirteen locos with the variation
six axles were build for DSB as EG 3100. For KNR were
two prototypes build as “BR 8100”. After the test phase
ten more were built in cooperation with a south Korean
Consortium as “BR 8200”. Siemens should now think
about the name for the type. Is “EuroSprinter” still a
good name for it? DBAG got the first loco of the third
generation in summer 2002 the “189 001”. It is a four
systems loco (AC 15kV 16.7Hz; AC 25kV 50Hz; DC 3kV
and DC 1.5kV. We can expect some more variations
because of the modular system of that loco-family.

The bulls
Because of the price, the DBAG decided not to take the
multi-purpose of these locomotives. So they bought the
goods train locomotives BR 152 with a maximum speed
of 140km/h. The ÖBB decided to make a offer for 75
multi-purpose versions of these locomotives with a
maximum speed of 230km/h. Siemens won the difficult
bidding with the BR1016/1116. The BR1016 is a ver-
sion for 15kV/16,7 Hz, the 1116 can also use
25kV/50Hz. The front and the chassis are the differ-
ences between the two versions. So 1016 set a new
Austrian speed record on 11 February 2000 with a
speed of 255 km/h. 50 BR1016, and 25 BR1116 were
ordered in the first order. ÖBB exercised its option and
ordered another 325 BR1116, which will be delivered
through 2006. With this high number of BR1116, the
BR1016 will get a splinter group. The first 25 BR1116
have a specific characteristic, a third current collector
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with a width of 2060mm so they can be used in Hun-
gary. The MÁV changed their overhead contact lines, so
the third current collector is no longer required. With
this change, all “Tauri” (except of 1116 001-025) have
two current collectors with a width of 1950mm. Only
versions with the Swiss package have an SBB current
collector with a width of 1450mm.

The puszta ox
Why made the MÁV make a step towards ÖBB, their
potential rival? Well the Hungarian saw the product ad-
vantages, which were built because of the hard offer
from the ÖBB, and they ordered 10 BR1116 them-
selves. They did not take the LZB and the third current
collector because of the price. Their locomotives are
only allowed to drive 160 km/h in Germany and Austria
because of the missing LZB. So they are castrated bulls
– oxen. The private Hungarian GySEV bought 5 loco-
motives, but they have a LZB, so they are puszta bulls.

German cattle
The German DBAG bought the BR152 and paid DEM
5.2 million for each. The Austrians bought later a multi-
purpose locomotives for the same price. The ÖBB and
the DBAG blocked each other in the market. The ÖBB
did not give the German BR152 the license for Austria.
Well the DBAG change the orders for the last 25 loco-
motives from the BR152 to the “Taurus” and they took
them as BR182.
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Private cattle owner
The first private corporation which bought that type
was the HUPAC (Märklin novelty 81431). Siemens is
setting up a pool of rentable locomotives with at least
40 ES 64 U2 (EuroSprinter with 6.4MW 2-system-mul-
ti-purpose locomotives). Meanwhile, the first passenger
trains were hitched up with those locomotives. As mat-
ters stand at the moment there will be 493 of these lo-
comotives on European railroads in the future. But
Siemens has not yet closed the order books for that
type, and so there can be some more bulls.

AvH translation by JM

81431 “Alpine Transit” Train Set



Shed, Epoche II - V
Prototype
These corrugated iron sheds were developed in the
Forties and produced in more than ten thousand
units during the following decades. After WW II
these sheds were used as replacements for de-
stroyed railroad-buildings, primarily as living quar-
ters, offices and washrooms. But although as signal-
posts, railroad crossing buildings and lounges for
service persons. The sheds could be found just
about anywhere in a railway yard.

Phone-post, Epoche lll-V
Prototype
Phone posts could be find along lines, at stations, in
service points and in many other railroad areas.
They are used to distribute news about train-move-
ments and other important messages to the dis-
patchers. On main-tracks, posts must be placed
every 1,100 meters, at branch-lines at every 4th
kilometer.
Models
These sheds and phone posts are made of etched
brass (thickness 0,15 mm). The “waves” of the cor-
rugated steel are exactly in scale. The sheds will be
delivered as a kit or ready-made. Soldering isn’t
necessary to assemble the kits. They can be glued.
Included are instruction sheets with detailed infor-
mation about painting. It could be used as described
above, and also as a load for cars.

Traction vehicle with accumulator of DBAG
Prototype
In 1964 this traction vehicle with storage battery
was developed in the former GDR. More than 500
units were built between 1965 and 1991. It was
mainly used for shunting purposes in railroad main-
tenance facilities and industrial factories. Because
its length is only 3 meters, the vehicle fits on
turntables and transfer tables along with a full-size
loco.
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NEW ITEMS FROM HECKL KLEINSERIEN

Model
It is soldered of etched brass (thikness 0,15 mm). It
is coated and lettered like the prototype. Many
seperate brass-pieces are applicated, like holds on
drivers-cab and stepladders. Even the couplers has
a look like the prototype. The model is not motor-
izesed but movable. It would be deliverd in two dif-
fernt coloures and todays lettering.

HHECKLECKL

KKLEINSELEINSE--
Wichernstr. 11, D-44791 Bochum 
Phone: +49 234/503096, Fax: +49 234/9503722
http://www.hecklkleinserien.de, service@hecklkleinserien.de

1/03 ASF orange 2/03 ASF grün
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NEW ITEMS FROM RAILEX

Train of LAG from line Murnau-Oberammergau
This train is called “Passionsspiel-Bahn” (“Passion-
play Train” commemorating the well known festival
in Oberammergau), too. The train is made of brass,
green painted and lettered like the origin prototype.
It consists of the loco with road no. LAG 1 from
1905, a baggage car from 1889 with passing gang-
way, and two passenger cars of different types from

1891. The loco has the old fashioned “lyre-panto-
graph”. Cars are equipped with real spoked wheels
and brake-hoses.

Containers for liquids and glass transportation
Colored containers for liquids with tanks of different
companies and such, for transportation of big panes
of glass. Usable as loads for model freight cars.

Product of Halwa, distributed through Railex.

Falkerstr. 73
D-70176 Stuttgart
Phone: +49 711/2891145

Different shunting-vehicles
Many European railroads and private companies
used this small traction device, mainly in Germany,
Switzerland and Austria. The model is made of brass

and is a cooperative product of Railex and Halwa.

Train of LAG from line Murnau-Oberammergau

Schunting-vehicles

Container for liquids and glass transportation
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NEW ITEMS FROM SCHMIDT

“Fine, the steam-KÖF is ready.” ”Do not let the de-
sign engineer hear that, he will not take you seri-
ously any longer. This is a small locomotive.” Mr.
Schmidt answered with a fine smile on his face.  The
locomotive built in 1935 for the “Lübeck Büchener
Eisenbahn” was something special.  It was able to
go faster than all of the diesel locomotives of same
class: 60 km/h.  Cheap “brown coal tar oil” was
used to heat the boiler of the two cylinder com-
pound steam engine.  With this it was possible for
only one person to heat up the engine within a few
minutes.  In the beginning it also had an automatic
coupling.  It needed less water because a condenser
was used to condense the water.  In 1938 the LBE
was nationalized, and the locomotive came to the
German national railway. In the war they were not
able to do the maintenance so they installed a nor-
mal diesel engine. In 1979 the locomotive had a cu-
rious end in Austria, where it has been since the end
of war. At the last moment the scrapping should be
stopped, but the letter with this order arrived two
days too late.  JM

Klagesweg 6, D-31787 Hameln

Phone: +49 5151/98760 - Fax: +49 5151/67541

http://www.schmidt-spurzpartner.de

http://www.luebeck-buechener-eisenbahn.de/

The model in scale 1:220 by Schmidt is made of
brass with die-cast and moving wheels. Detailing is
on a high level caused by coating and lettering in

original colors and font-types. Many brass parts are
added separately.

02201.1 IDM 22.8 of LBE in grey/black with automated couplers
02201.2 IDM 22.8 of LBE in grey/black with standard couplers, pressed air boiler and bell
02201.3 Kd 4994 of DRG  with standard couplers, pressed air boiler and bell
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03.2003

02.200302.2003

03.2003

MTL: #14410 Mobil Oil 
MOBX 11125 is a 39’ single dome tank car built
March of 1926 by American Car & Foundry in Milton,
Pennsylvania. It was later serviced March 24, 1961
in Houston, Texas, by the Richmond Oil Co. Painted
white and lettered in black, #11125 wears the 1995
red and blue Mobil shield.

MTL: #13720 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 
This 50’ double door class FE 24 box car was deliv-
ered by Pullman-Standard in late 1941 and early
1942 for passenger express service. It was painted
Pullman Green and lettered in Dulux Gold. This car
was one of the first 50’ auto box cars for ATSF to
wear the famous map/slogan scheme.

MTL: #14915 Northern Pacific
This 40’ standard box car with plug door is painted
dark green with a red, white and black logo, and
white lettering. It also sports a light orange stripe
and “Damage-Free” marking, promising a damage
free delivery. Though insulated like a refrigerator
car, this class RBL car does not have ice bunkers or
refrigeration units typical of reefers. It is part of a
100-car fleet, which is equipped with ceiling hooks
for portable heaters and crossbar type loading de-
vices. It rolls on Bettendorf trucks.

MTL: #14212 Burlington Northern 
This 50’ rib side box car with single door and no
roofwalk was built by Burlington Northern in January
1975. It is painted Burlington Northern green with
white lettering and logo. It comes equipped with
roller bearing trucks. BN 376234 could be equipped
with either wood cradles for aluminum or copper
rods, or wood platforms to accommodate copper in-
gots, cathodes and other castings.

01.2003

MTL: #14122 Nickel Plate Road 
NKP 8505 was one of 10 aluminum specially box
cars built in the Company’s shops at Frankfort, Indi-
ana, during 1947. It is painted silver (aluminum)
with black lettering. To fit them for use in either
freight or passenger service, these cars are
equipped with steam and air signal lines, special
trucks, roller bearings, and passenger-type air
brakes. The light weight of the aluminum box car is
39,800 lbs, versus the light weight 48,749 lbs of the
steel prototype, a savings of 8949 lbs.
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NEW ITEMS FROM WESTMODEL

E17 was started. Reducing the weight of the E21 layout
by 10 metric tons allowed the axles-order 1’Do1’. The
engine had a mass of 111,7 metric tons and was able to
reach 2800 kW. It was able to attain a maximum speed
of 120 km/h. The DRG ordered 33 engines in 1927 and
in 1929 another five. Locos were used in Silesia,
Bavaria and Saxony. In the eighties, the last engine of
this class went out of service. 
Class E17 was too powerful for service in Saxony and
Prussia. So the lighter E04 was developed. The combi-
nation of the drive and frame of E17 with the motors of
E04 resulted in the development of the E18.
Westmodell took advantage of this. They developed a
loco-body-kit of the E17, which fits on the drive of
Märklin-model 88080 (E18). Ready-to-runs are avail-
able on special order. NM

At the beginning of the 20th century electric motors
were to big for mounting in the small available space on
every single axle. Even the temper of steel was not of
the quality to built cogwheels, which are able to trans-
mit high power. So the first express-locos were built
with this design: one or two big powerful motors were
mounted on the main frame of the loco, power was
transmitted with rods to the wheels. These construction
principles were used until the late twenties.
In Switzerland, the first direct axle-driven loco, the Ae
3/6I was built in 1921. It used a design following the
principles of Buchli. The first German direct axle driven
loco also used this principle. 21 units of the class E 16
were delivered between 1926 and 1933 to the Bavarian
part of DRG, axles order 1 ‘Do1’. At the same time
some experimental locos were built in the rest of Ger-
many. In 1926, road-no. E 18 01, which was renamed
E15 01 in 1934, axles order (1’Bo)(Bo1’), and in 1927
road-no. E16 01, with axles-order, 1 ‘Do1’. Company
AEG developed on basis of a Westinghouse construction
a very complicated drive for E21 51 (2’Do1’) in 1927.
But it proved a failure.  During the experimental time of

the E21, de-
velopment of
the class

Kannenhoferweg 68A
D-41066 Mönchengladbach
Phone: +49 2161/663583 - Fax: +49 2161/660682

30047 E17 DB/DR
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by 4 trucks for gravel-transport that can be used to
make a more detailed construction area.
Another interesting new item is the "EURO Spedition"
B-6600 that will be offered on the market full of vehi-
cles and related accessoires. Even some bits and pie-
ces in B 6701 are new. NM

KIBRI NEUHEITEN

At the end of last year, in its autumn-news leaflet,
Kibri offered nine new z scale kits.
To be honest, even if the kits were a new Item-Nr.,
some of them were made by mixing other kits toget-
her. Anyway we are proud to announce these new
items, as it demonstrates that the producers still sup-
port the Z scale Market. Of the items presented late
last year and during the Nurnberg fair, B-6679 is no-
ted for its originality as it is composed by an outdoor
covered stage completed by a couple of tribunes. We
hope now that the company Preiser will make some
figures to fit well on the stage. This combined with
parts of the well known church and the slightly chan-
ged pub result in the kit B-6401 "Ruine Klostergar-
ten". These old time ruins are used as open-air thea-
ter. The scene is inspired by the annual theater-festi-
val in Bad Hersfeld (Germany), which is held in the
ruins of an abbey. Again, as a new item is a set made

B-6400B-6400 B-6679B-6679

B-6401B-6401

B-6600B-6600 B-6601B-6601

B-6602B-6602

B-6603B-6603 B-6701B-6701

B-6931On the right

are pictured

the 4 new 

gravel-trucks.
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NEW ITEM FROM TRAIN-SAFE

Locomotive testing device
The device for testing locomotives is available for all
gauges from Z to HO.
It enables the testing of the drive characteristics of
every loco. The basic plate of the device is made
from acrylic glass.
In HO it is possible to combine the device with our
roller accessories. In all other gauges we offer roller
pairs, which we produced ourselves.

The testing device is deliverable in two sizes:
LT-H0-030 basic plate size I – 380 mm
LT-H0-050 basic plate size II – 580 mm
LT-RS roller-pair

NEW ITEMS FROM KRÜGER

Freight Car Expert
Krüger, the freight car expert, offers now its twelfth
version of an acid container car. This version of the
“Farbwerke Hoechst” (Z 63095.1) was operated by
the DB. It represents another type of this car. In
addition, followers of detailed inscriptions will love
the prints at the front ends.
When the busy bees, the Köfs, have to leave their
area of operation, they create serious problems due
to their low top speed. They take too long to travel
through the blocks of the main tracks. So they are
loaded on special freight cars when they have to
have required inspections at dedicated repair
shops. Special freight cars were developed and pro-
vided at relevant places. Krüger now offers such a
freight car for Köfs from the “Bundesbahndirektion
Hannover” repair shop in Bremen. AvH

Finkenstraße 10
35232 Dautphetal
Phone / Fax: +49 6466/80104

Am Daßenborn 20, D-57482 Wenden-Hünsborn

Phone: +49 2762/979282

http://www.train-safe.de
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Z-SHOP CARS

Our member, Mr. Friedbert Heck, has extended the
range of available street-vehicles. The detailed mo-
deling is completed by an excellent good paint job.
A metallic finish is applied where it makes sense.
Even small logos could be found.
This are the main reasons to offer the good work of
Mr. Heck to other Z-friends through the Z Shop.

Today, mainly cars by VW and Porsche are availa-
ble. Trailers, transporters, and devices for camping
compliment this range. We hope his range of pro-
ducts will be widened. NM

P1 Porsche 911 P2 Porsche 911 Convertible P3 Porsche 911 Turbo

P4 Porsche 911 Turbo Convertible P5 Porsche Targa P6 Porsche Targa Convertible P7 Porsche 911 Speedster

LW2 VW Transporter

RW1 Rennwagen AUDI ‘30er

LW3 Mercedes Transporter

WW1 Wohnwagen 2-achsig WW2 Wohnmobil Ford Z1 Zelt AH2 Runderboot mit Ruder

VW1 Volkswagen-Käfer Convertible VW2 Volkswagen-Käfer doppelt VW3 Volkswagen-Käfer LW

LW1 VW Transporter

Photo shows 2001 car.
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Weißmoorweg 7, 26188 Edewecht

Phone: +49 4486/2331 - Fax: +49 4486/6109

http://www.zundmeer.de, master@zundmeer.de

The first time we presented this producer was in
CR 3/2000 on page 26. At that time it was named
Linding. Now it becomes more professional and un-
der name “Z und Meer” (“Z and sea”), but is is an
alliteration in German: ”Meer” (sea) and ”mehr”
(more) sound same. The producer is located near
the coast, so the name is a hint of that, and it
sounds like “Z and more”.
Here are the new items for this year.
4310061 MB L 1500
4310062 Renault AHN
4310063 Citroën 4,5 to
4310081 Trailer with real lumber NM

4310061 4310062

4310063 4310081

NEW ITEMS FROM MZZ

Hohenstoffelstr. 19

CH-8207 Schaffhausen

Phone: +41/52/6255552 - Fax: +41/52/6243917

For the modelers of Swiss layouts MZZ presents a
bus by Saurer from the early era III.
3188 Saurer Bus (only with first coat)
3194 Saurer Bus (ready painted) NM

3194 3188

NEW ITEMS FROM KÜPPER

New loads by Küpper are:“Coils of steel-wire”,
“wooden barrels”, “coal-load for 82430 and 82431”,
“T-beams”, and “sandstone-ashlars”.
As an inhabitant of a region which (still) exists
mainly due to steel-production, I have to correct the
producer out of the lignite-producing region:

T-beams look different. These are double-T-beams,
better known as H-beams AvH

Spur Z Ladegut, Hasslerstraße 5, 52066 Aachen
Tel.: +49 241/500113 - Fax: +49 241/537769

e-mail: z.j.kuepper@t-online.de
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MOVIE TRAIN

According to the Craft company they are a specialist
dealer for miniclub in Japan. In cooperation with RF-
Systems, which is a worldwide leading producer of
microscopes and even built camerasystems for
NASA, Craft developed a camera system for mini-
club, and is the only distributor, so far.

The camera
A CMOS or rather an Area Image Sensor Camera is
installed in a box which includes the batteries. The
box ist constructed to match onto a Maerklin heavy-
weight flatcar (Nr 82351, 82352 or similar). The en-
ergy comes from a AAA dry battery with 1,5V. Ac-
cording to Craft the use of a track electrical contact
is not possible. The camera starts after inserting the
battery. With a 0.8mm pin lens, recordings with 2.7
Megapixel resolution possible.

The transmission
The transmitter, which is attached at the camera,
sends the recordings by microwaves with a frequen-
cy of 2.7GHz to an BS receiver. It can be connected
to a commercial televison to watch the filmed
movie. “Commercial television” is here in Europe a
relative term. The receiver sends signals for the
NTSC-system, that is used in North America and

Japan. For the PAL systeme, which is used in Europe
you have to interconnect a converter. Some TV's
have simple switches. For those, who are interested
in MovieTrain, a look in the owners manual of the
own TV could perhaps solve this problem in an easi-
ly.

Operation
As shown in the photos, the vehicle with the camera
is too big for many layouts or lines. Before use, it is
necessary to start a test run to find narrow points
(catenary, tunnel portals, platforms and buildings,
last but not least the oncoming traffic) and avoid

damage. As said above, the system starts by insert-
ing the battery. If the camera car is pushed over the
layout by a loco, you can see the Z-world from the
point of view of a engineer on your TV. If you have
a big layout, it is not a problem - the transmitter
and the receiver have a range of 30 meters. What is
a nearly normal experience in bigger scales is now
available for Z gauge, also. There are a few small
restrictions. After about 20 - 30 minutes, the
battery must be replaced.

Conclusion
From our view it is very good, here is an item for
our scale which enables using the same technical
features of the larger scales with minimal delay.
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Even if is this a very new development and some
points could be improved, it is a complete and func-
tional system for the price of 895,000 Yen, which
improves the possibilities of Z scale in a fascinating
way. If we compare the progress of digitalizing Z in
the last 3 years, we have no fear showing the Movie
Train product now. The “early adaptor” won't drop
his investment into the trash-can, if a PAL version
should be offered in the future.

CRAFT
3-32-8 Gohongi, Meguro-ku, 

153-0053 Tokio, JAPAN
Tel: (+81) 3-5768-5633 
Fax: (+81) 3-5704-6691

e-Mail info@craft.com

On the website (http://www.craft-s.com) there is
now only a Japanese version available, the English
and the German versions should be coming soon.
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NEW ITEMS FROM STIPP

For a long time we have not reported of the activi-
ties of STIPP. In the meantime this company has
developed an impressive line of backdrop struc-
tures. With these structures you may model the
scenery of a city from the factories of the suburbs to
the houses in the center of the city.
This year the small village houses were presented
as shown. They are useful for the purpose men-
tioned above. But you may alsouse these structures
to fill in gaps in the center of a city. These types of
buildings you may find in some parts of a large city
where a visitor does not know whether he will soon
be in open country or back in the city. STIPP's prod-
ucts are of buildings near the center, where large
apartment houses are found as were built at the be-
ginning of the last century. Beginning next year, the
“City Guides”, Mr. Stirl and Mr. Ippen, plan to guide
you via an alternative route through the upper-class
residential districts with splendid upper-class hous-
esand villas.
The articles of STIPP are not contradictory to the
common prejudice that paper models are useable
only as backdrop structures. Only 4 kits of full three
dimensional houses are offered. This is not the orig-
inal intention of the manufacturer, but the result of
the demand of the market. The kits have such a re-
alistic appearance resulting from the manufacturing
process which may not be acchieved with plastic kits
even using much paint and “dust”. So the process of

“weathering” these structures is not necessary.
Independently of the information received from
STIPP, the author was able to learn at the Leipzig
Fair that paper modeling is a full fledged technik: on
the HOe layout (yes, sometimes the author deviates
from his way, but like a good husband only with his
eyes) of Andrzej Sadlowski from Poland, there were
found some houses made from paper. Only after a
very thorough inspection were these houses identified
as paper models. I doubt if you, dear reader, may find
these articles in the coming model railroad publica-
tions.
Perhaps, STIPP may solve this dilemma between the
requirements of the model railroader and the eco-
nomic constraints, by producing more relief-kits
which are designed as stand alone reliefs, but which
also may complete already offered house structures
to full structures. This may already be possible with
some structures presently available. But there are
limits when the form of the structures is asymetric.
We think also the houses in the middle (as shown
on this page) may be assembled as “full” houses.
However, the chance to use the gateway as original-
ly planned is eliminated. The era I model railroader
would like to let a horse drawn carriage roll through
the gateway of the house.
If you are not patient enough to wait for our sporadic
reports from STIPP,you may look at their homepage in
Internet. AvH

STIPP-Bastelbogen GbR, Stirl & Ippen
Postfach 35 03 51, D-10212 Berlin Tel: +49 30/44731158
http://www.stipp.de, e-mail: kundendienst@stipp.de
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Z-MARKET
We publish free of charge advertisements of our members to buy, sell or swap material, books, photos etc. re-
lated to scale Z. Commercial ads or ads not related to the subject of this magazine are refused. Only ads of a
length of maximal 20 words are allowed. Ads have to be typed or hand written in clear letters and without ab-
breviations. Advertisements without signature or address are not accepted. The ads are published on a first
come - first published basis. If not enough space is available, later ads are carried forward and are published in
the next issue(s).

Please write to:Z Club 92, "Z-Börse", Postfach 13 01 01,  44750 Bochum

CONTEST

The cold season and layout building time are grow-
ing to an end. Before the railroadfans disapear into
the holidays or can't be reached in cause of train
sighting, it is time to show how the members have
filledgaps with their creativity.

Please send us pictures with explanations of your
scratchbuilt or reconstructed railroad vehicles in
1.220 scale. 
With a little bit of luck you will will have the winning
car with your very best piece beside it.

We are still searching for some issues of Märklin
Magazin. Please have a look at the list for the
missing ones.

1972: 1,4 1973: 4 1974: 3,4
1976: 2 1977: 1 1978: 2
1981: 1 1982: 1 1983: 1
1984:1 

Offers to Z Club 92 directly.

Our friend Wolfgang Hirt published the dates of Z
swap-meeting in Bochum-Dahlhausen (Germany) in
year 2003. It is held in the commuter-train station.
Beginning at 10am.

7th of September 2003
7th of December 2003

There was questions to do a Z swap-meeting in an-
other town than Bochum.
Wolfgang Hirt will give it a try:

19th of Oktober 2003
Haus Burgpark
Bachstraße 26

50354 Hürth-Efferen
(between Köln and Bonn near line 18)

More informations through Wolfgang:
Phone: ++49 2053 969433

e-mail: kiwo.hirt@t-online.de

Some of the most interesting initiatives of the Z Club 92 are the competitions in every issue of the “Z-Info”.
Subject of the competitions are themes in the world of railroading. The competitions are open to all members.
We present awards to three participants of our choice. The jury is formed of the board and the president of the
club. The decision is final. Each winner receives one of the hundred G 10 "Riegler Bier" cars exclusively pro-
duced for Z Club 92. Prior winners are allowed to enter subsequent competitions. To participate in a competi-
tion, please send your entries in an envelope or parcel marked with the relevant number of the competition to
the Z Club 92 at the following address:

Z Club 92, "Wettbewerb Nr. X", Postfach 13 01 01,  44750 Bochum
(At place of "X", the number of the relevant competition has to be placed)

Competition 1/2003: 'scatchbuilt verhicles'
closing date: July 30, 2003

(Date as per postmark)
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Z-MODEL OF THE YEAR 2003

As every year after Toy Fair in Nürnberg here we present to the readers the new models for the contest Model
of the year. Vote for your prefered model in marking the checkbox. We have no doubt that the members will
done their choice carfully.

Hersteller Art. Nr. Modell S. ZI
❏ Märklin 89200 Station “Berlin Anhalter Bahnhof” 6 1/2003
❏ Märklin 88090 Class 39 (Prussian class P10) 7 1/2003
❏ Märklin 88091 P10 of KPEV 7 1/2003
❏ Märklin 82570 Flat-cars set 8 1/2003
❏ Märklin 88580 Electric-loco class 1016 of ÖBB 9 1/2003
❏ Märklin 87342 Express-train coaches of ÖBB 9 1/2003
❏ Märklin 81431 Train-set “Alpentransit” 13 1/2003
❏ Märklin 88040 Class 4290 Franco Crosti of DB 14 1/2003
❏ Heckl Kleinserien 1/03 ASF traction vehicle w. accumulator of DBAG orange 19 1/2003
❏ Heckl Kleinserien 2/03 ASF traction vehicle w.  accumulator of DBAG green 19 1/2003
❏ Railex Train of LAG, line  Murnau-Oberammergau 20 1/2003
❏ Railex Traction vehicles of private companies 20 1/2003
❏ Schmidt 02201.1 IDM 22.8 of LBE with automated couplers 21 1/2003
❏ Schmidt 02201.2 IDM 22.8 of LBE with standard couplers 21 1/2003
❏ Schmidt 02201.3 Kd 4994 of DRG 21 1/2003
❏ MTL 13720 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe 22 1/2003
❏ MTL 14410 Mobil Oil 22 1/2003
❏ MTL 14122 Nickel Plate Road 22 1/2003
❏ MTL 14915 Northern Pacific 22 1/2003
❏ MTL 14212 Burlington Northern 22 1/2003
❏ Westmodel 30047 Electric-loco class 17 of DB/DR 23 1/2003


